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WESLEYAN BREAKS TIE
AND WINS CLOSE GAME
Blue and Gold Defeated in Last
Quarter-Final Game Lost
by 19 to 13 Score

At last Wednesday's chapel service
Wlith the cold weather drawing
the
student
body
once
more
had
the
near,
Coach Oosting, has decided to
PHIPPEN STARS
AFFIRMATIVE WINS
pleasure of hearing the Hampton
stop the fall training of the track
Institute Quartet, which for some
squad within a few weeks. This an- Sophomore Quarterback Kicks Twq
Dean Hood Attends and Takes Part years past has made annual visits to
in Discussing Coming Debates
nual training, primarily meant to Field Goals, Throwing Pass to Nye
the college. Those who were here
For Touchdown-Knurek
and Plans for Speeches
last year recognized three of the
show up any track possibilities among
Makes Long Gains.
After All Debates.
quartet: the first tenor, the baritone.
the new men, was inaugurated a
and the bass. The quartet rendered
few years ago by Mr. Oosting, and
In a hard-fought, well-played game
At the meeting of the Athenaeum eleven selections, as follows:
has proved to be very valuable. Each
fall many men who have never been on Andrus Field, Middletown, <>n SatSociety on Monday, October 28, the 1-My Lord, what a morning!
in track competition before, develop urday, a heavier and more experithird debate of the year was held 2-Goin' to walk and talk with Jesus
into promising
material, and there enced Wesleyan football team de3-'W
ay
up
in
the
middle
of
the
air.
upon the proposition, "Resolved, That
are always a few who have had train4-'Way down in Egypt Land.
Lobbying in Washington is Beneing at a prep school. The veteran feated a grimly battling 'varsity
5-Goin' t01 shout all ov'er God's
ficial." The affirmative was supheaven.
members of the squad also receive eleven in the last few minutes of a
much help
correcting their form dishearteningly dark, rainy fourth
ported by Messrs. Twaddle and Isher- 6-And the walls come tumbling
which they could not get otherwise. quarter. With less than four minutes
wood, whereas the negative was
down.
This fall the track squad has had to play, and with the score standing
maintained by Messrs. Jacobson and 7-Bound to leave this world.
CAPTAIN F. W. COOPER.
the most successful workout in the
S-Play on your harp.
Mannweiler.
at 13 to 13, an intercepted Trinity
history of the sport at the college.
9-Were you there when they cruciThe affirmative contended that
fied my Lord?
Not only is the squad the largest, but pass, thrown in a desperate gamble
lobbying in Washington was bene- 10-Deep River.
the hardest-working group Coach to win, gave the opponents their
ficial because it brought public 11-Swing low, sweet chariot.
Oosting has ever had to handle. Mr. scoring opportunity for the winning
opinion before the Congress and
Clark, a veteran and able trackman touchdown.
The game was marked
encouraged research work in ConMr. G. F. Ketcham introduced Mr.
himself, although new this year, has by the coolness and the steady toe of
gress. It was the duty of a lobbyist Portfield Harris, a student of the
proved to be a valuable aid to Mr. H. 0. Phippen, '32, 'varsity quarterto express public opinion in Congress Hampton Trade School, who spoke Claims that Team Has New Spirit Oosting in giving the squad careful
back, by the brilliant running, passconcerning the passage of financial, about the founding and development of
and a Thorough Knowledge
training and attention.
ini:', and punting attack of Blakeslee
commercial, and industrial laws in Hampton Institute.
"For a little
of Football Tactics
At the beginning of the season, all and Tine! for Wjesleyan, and by the
behalf of big industry in the United over sixty years," he said, "Hampton
the men were given the same work- pronounced inefficiency of the offiStates. It was emphasized that the has played an important part in helpSEVEN MEN GRADU~TE
outs of running and calisthenics to cials, who greatly disturbed the equillivelihood of American citizens depend- ing to equip men and women for
get them into some sort of condition. ibrium of both teams.
ed chiefly upon the success of great l~adership.
The. fundamental prin- Squad Will Be Augmented Next Year Once this was
accomplished, they
Although Phippen's first dropkick
industries.
Although the lobbyist Ciples upon . which Hampton was
By Freshmen and Players Who
were divided into groups and given and Nye's spectacular touchdown on
was employed by private business founded ar~ JUst the_ s::me today as
Have Beer [peligible-pe:,·sonal instrueotion in the particul~r a pass put the Blue and Gold well in
concerns he was a servant of the they were m the begmmng, and they
Future Bright.
events. Mr. Oosting spent much time the lead in the first minutes of play,
people at the same time; he influenced will no doubt continue because of the
coaching the runners on starts and it was evident from the start that
the passage <>f the laws which bene- great value they have been to the
In spite of the loss of a number of strides, while Mr. Clark has been the Weselyan team, which a week befited the masses. Examples of digni- wo~ld. Hampton's ~olic~es have not
men expected out for football, and working with the jumpers.
fore had held the strong Amherst
fied and respected lobbying organ- vaned at all from Its f~st pu:po~e.
in spite of the fact that a number of
Carlton, Carson, and Welivar, vet- squad to a 7 to 0 score, held a treizations were the United States T~e s_chooli began as an mdustrial mfootball men in college now did not erans of last year, have devoted much mendous advantage in weight and in
Chamber of Commerce, the American stitutiOn. It has naturally advanced,
come out for the squad, Coach Galvin time to the perfection of form, and speed in the backfield.
For the
Legion, the Daughters of the Ameri- courses have b~en added, and the
feels that the season has been a sue- next spring the results of their work greater part of the first half, the
can . Revolution and the American range of educatiOn broadened and
cess, as the men have developed a should be evident. Nye and Roots, Cardinal and Black backs were helcl
Federation of Labor. These institu- expanded to include an academy, a
team spirit and have learned a who are on the football squad, have without any appreciable gains, and
tions had unselfishly influenced Con tr~,de school, and a teachers' coll~ge.
thorough system of offensive and de- been receiving plenty of conditioning, it was only the smashing attack of
gress to enact legislation which
I had. heard of Hampton It;stitute
fensive football.
as was shown by their speed during the fresh Wesleyan reserves which
served the needs of American citizens all my life and was very anxious to
In Alumni Hall on the evening of the games.
finally broke through a hard-tackling
The average Congressman was fa; go there. ~hen I finally was able
November 1, Mr. Galvin showed the
There are two transfers from whom defense. Perhaps the most spectactoo ignorant and unscrupulous to ful- to, I star~ed m and wor~ed for twelve
men attending the Wesleyan game Coach Oosting will expect much next ular occurrence of the afternoon was
fill the needs of the common citizen. months m the school s restaurant,
rally
what he felt he had accomplished spring, Gibson from Virginia, and
(Continued on page 5.)
(Continued on page 6.)
where I learned the art of pastrycooking, (and I will say from experi- with the football squad which turned Sherman from Clark. The former is
ence that pastry-cooking is not as out this year. After the meeting, he dash man and the latter a miler.
easy as it seem::;). There I was able enlarged upon his short speech by Among the Freshmen, Birch, Tracy,
to earn enough money to pay my giving a complete summary of the and Oxford have shown the most
expenses until I enrolled in the Trade season-not from the standpoint of promise. w;hile the others shape up
games won and lost, but from the well, these men were outstanding in
School.
"At Hampton an automobile me- standpoint of the development of a the informal meet. Birch placed first
in the mile event, and also second in "Murder in Red Barn" Contains
chanic is sometimes called a jack of football spirit at Trinity.
Squash Racquet and Swimming alLtrades. The courses in the auto- Every man entered the Wesleyan the cross-country run, Tracy ran
Material Which Promises
Facilities Available
mobile department of the Trade game in good condition, not only away from the rest of the field in the
Laughs and Thrills
to Students
School are of great help, especially physically but also mentally. While 220, while Oxford crossed the line an
in
there,
the
men
played
far
better
easy
winner
in
the
440.
to the small-town mechanic. I made
This evening, November the fifth,
Judging by the showing of the men
Under the direction of Professor good progress in this department and than expected and showed, in · spite of
the
defeat,
that
the
season
was
a
during
the
workouts
this
fall,
Trinat
8.15 p. m., in Alumni Hall, a play
Oosting and Mr. Clark, extensive with the aid of my instructors I was
success.
ity
should
have
a
banner
year
on
the
able
to
give
a
demonstration
last
entitled
"The Murder in the Red
plans for the use of the swimming
(Continued on page 6.)
track.
(Continued on page 6.)
pool in the new Trowbridge Memorial
Barn" will be presented by the Jitney
gymnasium unit are now being drawn
Players of South Manchester, under
up, so that when the pool is finally
the auspices of The Jesters. Having
opened this week, there will be certain
With
this
issue
of
TilE
TRIPOD
a
new
method
of
keeping
the
Alumni
in
touch
with
achieved a great success this season,
hours each day when students will
the Jitney Players promise to more
the
College
is
started.
Last
year
the
Alumni
Secretary
published
an
Alumni
Bulletin
in
be at liberty to use it. According to
Mr. Oosting's present plans, as soon newspaper form three times during the year. This was merely a temporary arrangement, than satisfy a Trinity audience.
Although not exactly a new dramas the indoor gym season starts
First, it was an unsatisfactory atic work, John Latimer's melodrama
Freshmen and Sophomores will have which, admittedly, was unsatisfactory for two reasons;
adapted by Montague Slater is probone of their three periods each week form for an Alumni Bulletin; and, second, its publication was too infrequent.
ably one that few of Trinity's theater
in the pool, whereas the physical
enthusiasts
have ever seen. The murAt
a
meeting
on
the
day
college
opened
this
fall,
the
executive
committee
of
the
Alumni
training course for Juniors will be
on an elective basis with two hours Association voted to purchase, each month, enough copies of one issue of THE TRIPOD der which is related to the plot was
actually committed over a hundred
required each week.
It is probable that the squash- to send to all Alumni who were not regular subscribers, the issue to contain a digest of years ago; but it has remained for the
Jitney Players to give their play a
racquets courts, due to the necessity what had happened during the preceding month. This issue is the first of these.
first American production.
These
for further repainting and refinishThe
executive
committee
hopes
that
many
Alumni
will
find
sufficient
of
interest
in
actors
who
have
had
a
long
estabing, will not all be open for use until
well after the final <>pening of the THE TRIPOD to make them regular subscribers, thereby learning every week what is lished reputation in New England will
typify most advantageously the
pool, although classes in instruction
happening at the college and what the present undergraduates are thinking. In a position humor and horror of this old producin the game will be under way by
the 11th. Racquets, which are on sale to observe the work of the staff, the Alumni Secretary records himself as believing that the tions.
The Jitney Players an organizaat the Union, will be supplied per- paper merits the support by subscription of all Alumni, and is sure that Alumni subscribers
tion
sponsored by Bushnell Cheney,
sonally by the students.
is now beginning its seventh season.
In arranging for swimming instruc- will find their $2.50 investment in an interest in events at the college an excellent one.
Mrs. Cheney, more commonly known
tion and classes, Mr. Oosting has
W. G. BRILL, Alumni Secretary.
(Continued on page 6.)
(Continued on page 6.)

COACH GALVIN SATISFIED
WITH FOOTBALL SEASON

TROWBRIDGE MEMORIAL
WILL OPEN THIS WEEK

JITNEY PLAYERS GIVING
MYSTERY PLAY TONIGHT
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ALPHA DELTA PHI WINS
LYMAN OGILBY TROPHY

SCHOLARSHIP CUP WON
BY LOCAL FRATERNITY

Cup Transferred from Sigm,a Nu
-Birch is Disqualified
As Non-Matriculate
OGILBY'S STATEMENT

Alpha Tau Kappa Shows Highest
Percentage A's and B's
m Fraternities
When the comparative scholastic
averages of the fraternities of Trinity College were made known today,

Ogilby Explains Status of Students
Who are not Matriculated and
it was observed that the local £raterOnce Again Cautions
nity of Alpha Tau Kappa will be
Fraternities.
awarded the Alumni Scholarship Cup
for the second successive year, the
Owing to the fact tbat non-matric- presentation to take place at the next
ulated students are ineligible for college body meeting. The Cup is
any official college activities, and
awarded annually to the fraternity
are, therefore, unable to score points
in 'inter-fraternity com'petitions, the which has had the highest percentage
points that were awarded to Birch, a of A's and B's during the previous
non-matriculate student, for second academic year.
place in the recent cross-country
The Alpha Tau Kappa fraternity,
race, and which were credited to the
having the highest percentage
besides
Sigma Nu Fraternity, have been
transferred to Carson for the Alpha of A's and B's last year, had the
its
Delta Phi Fraternity; third place has lowest percentage of failures;
been given to Slosson, also of Alpha percentages were 46.53 and 4.9,
Delta Phi.
respectively. St. Anthony had the
Through these changes, the award second highest percentage of A's; and
of the Lyman Ogilby Cross Country
Cup has been changed from Sigma B's, with a mark of 40.38 per cent.,
Nu to Alpha Delta Phi, and the fra- and Alpha Chi Rho was third with a
ternity and individual scores have percentage of 38.73. The Neutral
been revised as follows:
Body, which actually had the highest
Fraternity Scores:
Alpha Delta Phi. ............... . 18
Sigma Nu .... . .................. 12
St. Anthony . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6
Neutrals ..... . .................. 1
Individual Scores:
Carlton, Sigma Nu ............... 12
Carson, Alpha Delta Phi. . . . . . . . . 9
Sloss on, Alpha Delta Phi. . . . . . . . . 6
Holmes, St. Anthony. . . . . . . . . . . . . 4
W/hite, Alpha Delta Phi. . . . . . . . . . 3
Meloy, St. Anthony. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2
H. D. Doolittle, .................. 1
Sherman, ...................... .
In connection with the first announcement of points, and the subsequent appearance of an account in
THE TRIPOD, the President made
the following statement in a special
communication to THE TRIPOD:
"I note in the account of the Cross
Country Run on Page 4 of THE
TRIPOD of October 27, a statement
to the effect that second place in the
Cross Country Run was awarded to
a man who is a non-matriculate stu·
dent at Trinity College. In the socre
of points one of the fraternities was
credited with the number of points
given him for second place.
"Let me take this opportunity to
make quite clear to all undergraduates the status of a non-matriculate
student. I quote from Page 34 of our
last catalogue, 'such students are not
members of the College, and they
are not permitted to reside in the
college buildings.' The last half of
this sentence. has been revised by action of the Trustees, giving the Pres:ldent permission to allow non-matriculate students to have rooms in the
college dormitories, but on no circumstances are they considered members of the college body. The privi1ege of exercising with the members
of the College is of course granted
to them, but they are not entitled
to take part in any competition which
involves recognizing them as students
at the College.
"This brings up at once the relations of a non-matriculate to a fraternity. If any fraternity desires to
enter into any arrangement with a
non-matriculate student in the way of
·offering hospitality at meals it is
free to do so. No
non-matrkulate
student, however, simply because he
has accepted such hospitality, can be
considered eligible to represent that
fraternity either for the interfraternity scholarship cup, or in any interfraternity competition. The Faculty
recently informed every fraternity
that non-matriculate
students are
not members of the college body and
if any fraternity went so far as to
initiate a non-matriculate student,
the matter would be reported to the
national organization with a question
as
to why the college fraternity
should accept as a member a man
who is not a member of the College."

PRESIDENT OF THE SENATE.

average, is not considered as a competitor for the Cup.
The statistics regarding the percentages
of failures do not bear
weight in the awarding of the Cup,
but are reprinted below with other
statistics for the sake of interest.
Scholarship Cup 1929.
Highest o/o
of A's & B's:
Alpha Tau Kappa ............. 46.53
Delta Psi ..................... 40.38
Alpha Chi Rho ................ 38.73
Alpha Delta Phi. .............. 36.9
Sigma Nu ..................... 30.76
Delta Phi. .................... 30.5
Delta Kappa Epsilon ........... 29.23
Psi Upsilon ................... 20.
Fraternity:

Lowest %
of Failures:
Alpha Tau Kappa .............. 4.9
Delta Phi . . . .. . ................ 5.8
Alpha Delta Phi. ............... 5.9
Alpha Chi Rho ............. : . .. 6.3
Delta Psi. ..................... 7.6
Delta Kappa Epsilon .......... 10.7
Sigma Nu .................... 11.5
Psi U psi! on ......... . ......... 12.
All Fraternities:
A's & B's ............ 34.08
Failures ........ .. ..... 7.99
Neutral Body:
A's & B's ........... . 49.79
Failures ...... . ... . .. . 4.05
Whole College:
A's & B's ............. 41.93
Failures .... . .......... 6.02

1933 TEAM TO OPPOSE
CONN. AGGIE FRESHMEN
More Men Needed to be Support
for Regulars-'Varsity Men
Will Scrimmage Today

Playing the Freshmen of the Connecticut Agricultural College on Saturday at Trinity Field, the Freshman
football team will close its season.
The results of this year's schedule
have not been outstanding. Choate
was held to a scoreless tie; Harding
F. W. COOPER, '30.
High School of Bridgeport won by a
score of 20 to 0; and two weeks ago
Wjlliston retired with a 14 to 0 victory.
This week, with the Wesleyan
game over, Coaches Galvin, Smith,
Finance Committee Audits Books and Herbert will devote most of their
time to grooming the "Frosh" for
and Publishes Results
the
Aggies. The first step will be to
-Debts Heavy
issue a call for more material on
DIFFICULTIES OVERCOME Monday. Tuesday the 'varsity will
come out and scrimmage will probably be held. Later in the week the
Junior and Sophomore Classes Show
Slight Surpluses-Seniors
development of a smooth attack will
in Debt-Jesters
be the chief objective. The backfield,
thus far, has failed to function, beNeed Money.
cause of the fact that the Freshmen
Finally adjusting the difficulties have been scrimmaging with the
presented by differences in the books 'varsity all season. Most of their
and misapprehensions on the part of work has been on the defense and,
consequently, the offensive has rethe classes, the College Senate,
ceived but little attention. It is hoped
through F. W. Cooper, '30, its presi- that several backfield men and andent, and J. N. Macinnes, '30, chair- other end can be developed from the
man of the Senate Finance Commit- new material next week.
The Aggie Freshmen are reported
tee, has issued the following finanto have a powerful and heavy team.
cial statement:
It will be necessary to have a large
enough group out, so that substituTRINITY COLLEGE SENATE
tions may be made when necessary
STATEMENT OF SEPT., 1929.
lest the team be restricted by a lack
In trust for Class of 1931, $367.44.
of reserve material as in other games.
Provided that Bockwinkel's ankle
In trust for Class of 1932, $280.00.
heals sufficiently to allow him to
Debits:
play, the team with additional lihe
and backfield men may stand a
Class of 1926, $114.00
chance of winning.
Class of 1927, $479.06
Class of 1928, $464.35
Class of 1930, $73.30
Trinity College Jesters, $329.21.
Appropriations in full for the vaIn releasing the statement for puborganizations
lication, Cooper spoke of the work rious undergraduate
which Macinnes, together with his have not as yet been completed by
committee and the rest of the mem- the Senate, although Cooper says
bers of the Senate, has been doing in that this will be looked to in the near
an endeavor to st r aighten out the future. It is within the power of the
confusion left by various misdirec- Senate to make financial appropriations on the part of the Senates and tions for all undergraduate organiClass organizations of past years, zations in any way dependent upon
pointing out the fact that the 1930 the student body for support, and to
Senate has every intention of giving interfere with the running of ~uch
justice to every organization and organizations in cases of mismanagefunctioning of
class on the campus in so far as is ment. The normal
within its power, and assuring the this year's Senate was hampered for
failure of last
Classes of 1931 and 1932 that their some time by the
trust funds are intact as contained year's Senate Finance Committee to
turn over the books promptly.
in the September statement.

SENATE MAKES REPORT
OF FINANCIAL STANDING

H. B. PHIPPEN TIES SCORE
Field Goal from Sidelines in Second Quarter of Wesleyan Game Brings Count to 13 to 13.

LITERARY CLUB MEETING
FEATURED BY READINGS
Expect to Publish First Issue
of New Magazine Before
This Christmas
ALLEN READS
Other Readings Presented by Scaife,
Gauthier, Wyckoff, and Diman
-More Men Nominated
for Membership.
Readings by Professor Allen, of the
English Department, and Delphis
Gauthier, Jerome Wyckoff, and E. S.
Diman, of the Literary Club, featured
the last meeting of the organization
held last Tuesday evening at 7.30
o'clock. The readings covered a wide
range of subjects, including an essay
on over-reading, several fanciful
sketches on impressionism, a story
of fraternity life, and a number of
short poems.
The business of the meeting was
disposed of with the nomination of
two men for membership in the club,
the appointment of L. L. Scaife and
N. B .. Abbott as readers for the next
meeting, and a report by President
Guckenbuehler. The latter described
what seemed to him to be the form
of literary magazine best adapted to
the purposes of the club. Guckenbuehler, as well as the finance committee of the club, has been examining the literary publications of other
colleges with regard to make-up and
expense and believes that the best
such type of magazine for Trinity
College would be one of about thirty
pages, with a plain cover in color,
and about ten by seven inches in
size, to be published as a monthly
or a quarterly. It is realized that,
in the beginning, at least, outside financial aid will be needed, but the
club feels that if the interest of the
alumni takes form in a large number
of subscriptions, the publication may
be able to pay for itself through advertising. Guckenbuehler hopes to
see the first issue go to press before
Christmas, and the general feeling is
that if the present rate of progress
is maintained, this wish may be fulfilled.
The first readings to be given were
a series by Delphis Gauthier, from
sketches entitled "Cameos in Enamel.''
They involved studies in impressionism of a very colorful nature, and
contrasted sharply with the story of
fraternity life read by Jerome Wyckoff a few moments later. E. S.
Diman concluded the regular exercises by reading several poems, one of
which was
inspired by Professor
W!ood's rendition of a number of
cowboy ballads, given in his English
survey course last year. (Professor
Wood was acting head of the English
Department during the absence of
Professor Shepard. He has since returned to Grinnell College.) This bit
of verse evoked a great deal of mirth,
especially from those who had had
the pleasure of knowing Professor
Wood and hearing him recite some of
the old western ballads.
Popular
criticism follow ed each of the readings.
The essay by Professor Allen, adviser of the Club, proved to be a
semi-allegory and satire on over-reading. Professor Allen warned against
the froth of literature that is being
poured from
the press daily and
urged those who would derive the
most benefit from their reading to
limit their selections of books carefully. He also stressed the fact that
age does not make a book, but proves
it, and he advised, therefore, that
readers wait a year, at least, before
reading new books. If this policy is
not observed, he said, one may do
much haphazard, and perhaps, harmful, reading
before encountering
work of real merit. He compared the
number of books published here with
the number published abroad and
mentioned that while the American
public is being literally deluged with
(Continued on page 6.)
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1870.

It is reported by S. R. Fuller, '00,
that Samuel R;ichard Fuller, '70, is
now living at "Pannels", Freshwater
Bay, Isle of Wlight, England, and that
he is "hale and hearty and having a
fine time living."
1872.

The Reverend John Mallory Bates
has recently been honored by the dedication to him of a chancel window by
the congregation of his parish at Red
Cloud, Nebraska.
1883.

Dr. Richard S. Burton, whose recommendation for first prize of the
novel, "Victim and Victor", by Dr.
John Oliver, was superseded by the
choice of M:rs. Julia Peterkin's "Scarlet Sister Mary" has recently requested not to be asked to serve again
on the Fiction Award Jury of the
Pulitzer Prizes. Mr. Burton is a
member of Delta Kappa Epsilon.
1891.

Dr. Victor C. Pedersen, Delta Kappa
Epsilon, has just published his second
volume, "The Man a Woman Marries:
Problems in Consideration."
It is
the companion of his first work, "The
Wjoman a Man Marries: An Analysis
of Her
Double Standard." Both
books have been recently published
in England.
1893.
Dr. W)illiam Bowie, Delta Kappa
Epsilon, who is at present serving
as Chief of the Division of Geodosy
with the United States Coast and
Geodetic Survey at Washington, has
recently been elected an alumni member of Sigma Xi at Lehigh University.
1895.
Captain Sydney K. Evans, I. K. A.,
has recently been promoted to the
post of chief of the chaplain corps of
the Navy to succeed Rear-Admiral
Curtis G. Dickens.
1899.

Hans C. Owen, Psi Upsilon, has
moved from Bridgeport to 435 Whitney Avenue, New Haven.
1901.

E. F. Waterman, Psi Upsilon, who
recently resigned his position as
treasurer of the college, has been
endorsed by the Republican Party for
the post of City Treasurer in Hartford.
1902.

The Rev. Dr. Marshall B. Stewart,
Alpha Chi Rho, is now at the General
Seminary, Chelsea Square, New York
City.
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new Church at Berlin, New Hampshire, with Bishop John T. Dallas ofThe Rev. Henry B. Edwards, Alpha ficiating.
Delta Phi, has moved to 4929 W18liT. R. Hoisington, Jr., St. Anthonyl
lingford Street, Pittsburgh, Penn.
has anounced the birth of a son, T. R.
H<>isington, III, and his entering into
1908.
the class of 1950.
Wrilliam Rich Cross, Alpha Delta
Phillips s. Ramsay has moved to
Phi, who is at present with the Patchogue, Long Island.
Wales Advertising Company, of New
York, has recently sent a communi1921.
A daughter was born last summer
cation commenting on the improveto
Mr. and Mrs. Walton Deckelman
Magnus W. Alexander has recently
ment in THE TRIPOD.!
(Alpha Chi Rho) of Hartford.
left on a trip to the Orient.
George A. Boyce, Delta Kappa Ep1912.
1925.
silon, has published a booklet enrr'he Reverend John W. Woessner titled, "Is the Private School FulFrank M. Thorburn, Psi Upsilon, is
has moved to Rathbone, N.Y.
filling its Function?"
studying at the General Seminary,
New York City.
1913.
1922.
Edward L. Winslow, Delta Phi, has
John B. Moore, Alpha Delta Phi,
Alfred N. Guertin, Sigma Psi, has moved from 53 Monroe Street, Brookhas moved to Point Marion, Penn.
recently taken the position of Chief lyn, to 118 Ocean Drive West, Stam1The engagement of John Jay Assistant Actuary of the Department ford, Conn.
Whitehead, Jr., St. Anthony, to Mrs. of Banking and Insurance o-f the
John W. Ainley is connected with
Hoppin, widow of Dr. Joseph Hoppin State of New Jersey, and has moved the Travelers Insurance Company of
of Pomfret, Conn., has been recently from Hartford to Trenton, N. J., Hartford; he was recently admitted
announced.
where his new address is, Depart- to the Actuarial Society of America.
ment of Banking and Insurance,
1914.
Trenton Trust Building.
1926.
William Tracy Kunkel, the son of
Robert E. Cross, Sigma Psi, has
The wedding of Miss Inez Elinor
moved from Hartford to 213 Maroy Dr. Frederick Kunkel, was baptized Brainerd of Hartford and Charles B.
Street, Southbridge, Mass.
last Sunday at St. John's Church, Cook, Alpha Delta Phi, was celebrated
Hartford, by President Ogilby.
recently in Hartford.
Howard S. Ortgies is district man1915.
A son was born to Mr. and Mrs.
ager of Crane and Company in HartPhilip C. Fenn of Farmington last
ford.
The wedding of Smart Brand, SigDr. Cyril S. Kirby, I. K. A., has summer. Mr. Fenn is a member of
ma Psi, and Miss Mary Rose Bull of
become
associated in practice with the Delta Phi Fraternity.
Albany, N.Y., was held in Albany on
A son, David Duncan Kennedy, was
Dr. D. C. Thompson at Bloomfield,
October 12.
born last spring to Mr. and Mrs.
New Jersey.
Duncan D. Kennedy of Hartford.
1916.
1923.
Charles E. Hadley has moved to
Robert S. :r.wrris has been elected
Upper
Montclair, New Jersey, where
Harry
H.
Clark,
who
is
now
Assistpresident of the Lions Club of Hartant Professor of American Literature his address is: New Jers'ey State
ford.
at the University of Wisconsin, has Teachers' College, Upper Montclair.
George P. Jackson is now attending
1919.
published an interpretation of the
Columbia Medical School.
first
American
poet,
Philip
Frenau,
Irving Partridge, Alpha Chi Rho,
has changed his position from the which has been highly praised by
1927.
Case, Lockwood, and Brainard Com- critics as "the latest a~dition to a
series
edited
by
the
greatest
scholars
Ralph Clark is teaching at the
pany to the Phoenix Mutual Life Inof American Literature-Parrington Rectory School, Pomfret, Conn.
surance Company.
Edward J. Hickey was recently
!The wedding of Vincent H. Potter, of Washington, Murdock of Harvard,
Phi Gamma Delta, and Miss Grace and Boynton of Chicago." Mr. Clark married to Miss Miriam Prentice of
I. Kirby, was recently celebrated at has also recently had an essay pub- Providence, Rhode Island. Mr. Hickey
lished (accepted for publication next is at present teaching at Monson
Fenwick, Mass.
Herbert E. P. Pressey, Psi Upsilon, month), in a volume of essays, "Hu- Academy, Moson, Mass.
,A ndrew Forrester is an instructor
has announced the birth of a son, manism and America."
A daughter was born last summer at the Baguio School in the PhilipRichard Palmer Pressey.
to the Rev. and Mrs. Conrad H. Gess- pine Islands.
ner of Pierre, South Dakota.
1928.
1920.
A daughter, Joan Webster, was
Edwin Griswold is attending the
Frank R. Fox, Phi Gamma Delta, born last summer to Mr. and Mrs.
Yale Medical School.
,
has been transferred from the Pitts- Alfred I. Merrett of Hartford.
Dudley H. Burr has moved to New
Stanley P. Miller, Alpha Delta Phi,
burgh branch of the Travelers Insurance Company to the Hartford has left Point Marion, Pa., and has York City.
John Gordon is attending the Tufts
moved to Jersey City to take a posibranch office as field assistant.
Medical School at Boston, Mass.
The Rev. Leslie W. Hodder, I. K. A., tion with the Burns Coal Company.
Charles P. Jackson is attending the
recently laid the cornerstone of his
George E. Stevens has recently
moved to 651 Main Street, Oneonta,
N.Y.
Douglas S. Perry has moved from
New Haven to 5129 Harper A venue,
Chicago, Illinois.
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Kenneth Gordon is attending the
! Tufts
Medical School in Boston, Mass.

Stephen B. O'Leary is reporting for
the "New York World."
ington bureau staff succeeding Carter
Stewart E. Burr is attending the
Field.
Yale Geological School.
John H. Yeomans has been appointGeorge D. Hardman is an instructor
ed coroner of Tolland County.
Mr. at St. Albans' School in Washington,
Yeomans is a member of the law firm D. C.
of Spellacy, Wlholear, and Yeomans.
Andrew Brown is located with the
A son, Stephen Garner Birming- Southern New England Telephone
ham, was born last summer to Mr. Company in Hartford.
and Mrs. Thomas Birmingham (Phi
1930.
Gamma Delta) of Hartford.

1907.

•

11

Columbia College of Physicians and
Surgeons.
1929.
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in spite of total blindness, has recently successfully demonstrated the
possibilities in the use of trained
dogs by the blind in New York City
traffic.
1924.
'-·=-.
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Niles A. c. Anderson is now a senior at the Harvard Dental School.
John F. Keating has moved from
Hartford to Tulsa, Oklahoma. His
address is 310 Philtower Building,

William H. Merchant is an instruc~- Tulsa.
tor at the Pomfret Preparatory
~.=....

PATRONIZE THE UNION

• School at Pomfret, Conn.
Theodore C. Wallen, Delta Kappa
·' Epsilon, formerly assistant managing
editor of the "Courant" and for the
past two years political writer for the
"New York Herald-Tribune," has been
made chief of the "Tribune's" Wash-

I

SQUASH RACQUET COACH
WILL GIVE INSTRUCTION
Harry Cowles, of Harvard, Will
. Conduct Classes-Yale
to Play Here
In connection with plans for the
use of the new gymnasium, President
Ogibly has announced that Mr. Henry
W·. Clark, a former instructor at Trinity and now assistant graduate
manager of athletics at Harvar4
University, has arranged to have Mr.
Harry Cowles of Harvard teach Trinity students the game of squash
racquets. Through the courtesy of
the Harvard Athletic Association, Mr.
Cowles, who is a Harvard coach of
squash racquets and tennis, and incidentally one of the best squash
racquet players in America, will be
in residence at Trinity for one week
starting November 11. Classes will
be arranged, and Mr. Cowles will
teach the men personally; he will play
matches with the men who show any
marked ability.
President Ogilby has thought it to
be of utmost importance that the
students of Trinity should learn the
game correctly and play it in the
most approved fashion. Thus, we
have an extraordinary opportunity to
get the fundamentals of this great
indoor game at first hand from an
expert.
Some time ago, Dr. Ogilby learned
that the Yale Athletic authorities
were in difficulty, as they were compelled to tear down their squash
racquet building to make room for
new construction. This left their
team without any courts to practice.
Dr. Ogilby offered them the use of
some of our courts at times which
would not interfere with their use
by Trinity men. This offer was
enthusiastically accepted.

"THE JITNEY PLAYERS"

i

Walfrid G. Lundborg, who is at
present the prosecutor of the West
~ Hartford Town Court and a member
~i~ of the law firm of Shipman and
Goodwin, has been appointed public
defender in the Criminal Superior ~
Court, pro tempore.
Herbert Immeln, who was grad- !
uated from college with high marks

William T. Barto is attending the
University of Pennsylvania Dental
School.
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At eight-fifteen o'clock
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by Julia in her superstitious belief in Heaven,
Peterkin; Bobbs-Merrill Com- Hell, and the power of the "Lawd
yet sensible in her attitude
pany, Indianapolis, Ind.; 1928. Jedus",
toward realities of life. Her simple

SCARLET SISTER MARY,

o

I WI~~N~v:~ATS I
$29.50

Reviewed by W. D. Guckenbuehler.

°'

condolence of "Si May-e" is worth
especially for us by one
I..., of Made
quoting.
the best makers in the country. Guaranteed all wool, fast
" Dey is two diffunt kinds o' love · colors and to give absolute sat- 0
Si May'e. Two; eye-love an' heartisfaction as to fabric, color and '
love. Eye-love is tricky.
E will 0 wear.
Single or double breasted, full
fool you. E done fool plenty o'
box back, set-in sleeves and the 0
people. Two people'll meet an'
' newest Raglan model in double- '
breasted box, with belt in back.
tink dey have love. It see so. De
Choice Autumn Fabrics.
'oman look good to de man; de man 0
Herringbones, Mixtures, Oxfords 0
look good to de 'oman. Evy time
dey meet dey talk pleasant talk. '
STREET FLOOR.
'
Den dey gone an' married togedder.
o
but soon, all-two'll wish gawd dey
never see one annuder."
"Heart-love is diffunt. Diffunt '
0
from eye-love as day is from night. '
Sometimes joy walk long wid em, 0)~()~()~()~(0
but e go much wid sorrow. Heartlove and sorrow is one mudder's
chillen.
When you meets wid
heart-love peace'll leave you. But
heart-love is brave. E kin pure
That is
smile in de face o' deat', honey.
PERFECfLY PASTEURIZED.
E pure shames deat'."

Aside from the fact that " Scarlet
Sister Mary" is a Pulitzer Prize Novel, it should be read for its worth as
a book. Dealing, as it does, with the
highly emotional life of a Negro girl,
Julia Peterkin might easily have made
"Scarlet Sister Mary" a cheap, sensational novel, but the gripping appeal of the story comes through skillful characterization of " Si May-e."
Sister Mary is the most forceful
character in the story (which is as it
should be) and the other characters
seem less forceful only because Mary
is the central figure. It is her story;
her marriage to July, her passionate
love for him, and the agony she suffers when July deserts her make up
the first part of the story. The second part tells of Mary's life after she
has learned to forget July by loving
other men, bearing children, and raising them.
There are three distinct tones in
the book.
Early in the story the
reader must feel the gayety of the
black people who live in the quarters
at Brook Plantation. About half way
through, the story takes on a slower
measure; the interest lags, but is
rapid enough to keep the reader's attention. Then, with the closing episodes, a great surge of hurried action
brings the story to a dramatic•close.

Brown, Thomson

i

H.!rd~~:!:'Zter.l
DRINI( MILK

This same Maum Hannah rises inThis issue of THE T RIPOD, by arrangem ent with the Alumni
to
passionate frenzy at the "shoutin' "
Association, the President, and M r. Brill, is the first of a series of
and raises hysterical cries
mont hly a lum ni nu mber s o f th e publica t ion bought b y the alumni
"Hell is a lake. A lake of fire.
throu g h t h e Association to replace t h e A lumni Bulletin of la st year.
It is full of sinners struggling an'
In li ght of this arrangement, app r oximatel y ever y f ourth issue of
burnin' now. Right now. Right
THE TRIP O,D w ill be sent to all alu m ni, including n on-su bs cribe rs.
down under us in the ground."
W e cannot, h ow ever, emph asize too strongly t h e n eed for n ew
A fitting male character to stand
subscriber s . L ast year , out o f an a lum ni body o f over tw enty-seven
beside Mauro Hannah in the book is
h undred men, und er two hun dred obeyed that im p ulse a nd returned
Old Daddy Cudjoe. It is he who dissign ed subscription b lanks . This .year, w it h th e g enera l r evival of
tills love charms, brews magic stew
and practices the hidden art of black
int e r est in the college and all its works, we hope that! you will h el p
the college paper ( a n institutio n u pon which a lway s rests a great
"At fifteen she was slender, dart- magic. One of his charms gives Si
ing,
a high-spirited girl, a leader May-e her power over men and her
d eal of the r eputat ion of any college), a nd tha t y ou will, a bov e all,
strength to bear many children.
of the young set. * * * Mary looked
cont in u e t o send in n otes o f in t erest to y our class m a t e s or the alumni
A tragic tone almost insurpassable
much like the others, who were all
as a w h ol e.
is achieved in the story when. Unex,
her blood kin. But while most of Mary's first-born, returns after many
Th e l ong and sh ort of th e m att er is this: We have b een dethem were slender, she was thin.
p endin g in great part on a d ver tiser s for our upkeep. Without a
While others were a healthy brown, years to die in his mother's cabin.
"Death took him. For all her
Mary's skin had a bluish bloom.
r esp ectable cir cula tion it is imp ossible for us to solicit advertisetrying and loving and pleading
Instead
o:f.lo
being
round
and
merry,
m ents, a nd w ithout the h elp of the alumni (among whom, largely
with God to leave him here with
Mary's eyes were long and keen,
through our own f a ult, the p aid circulation now numbers nineteen!)
her, he was gone. God knew he
sometimes challenging, sometimes
it is impossible for us t o a tta in a r espectable circulation.
was the only heart child she had.
serious, sometimes flashing with
The others were the fruit of her
One of our enthusiastic old subscrib ers h a s written repeatedly
impudence under their straight
eye-love, the children of her flesh,
black brows, even when her mouth
a sking that a lis t of n ew s ubscribe rs be publishe d each week. During
yet they were strong and hearty;
was laughing."
the p ast two w eek s w e h a v e r e ceived exactly one new subscription;
and her joy-child, her first-born,
we shall not publish it. Next w eek we hope to have a column of
The plot of the story is simple and
her jewel, July's son was gone."
time-worn, yet on the framework is
new subscribers to use, as filler.
Excerpts from a book cannot give
built a store of Negro tradition and
lore that make a well-rounded story a proper expression of the book itself. Many elements combine in
of meagre material.
Unrestrained emotion in the Negro "Scarlet Sister Mary" to give the
has been so greatly emphasized lately story its force. Good character porTHE FOOTBALL TEAM.
that the use of it might cheapen the trayal, emotional appeal, and rapid
Trinity College, h er alumni, h er undergraduates, and all those tone of the novel using it. Yet here action are important, but in telling
who wish h er w ell, find since r e gratification in the football season again, tactful handling of the mate- the story of a people like those in the
that h a s just ended. In its exte rna l aspects, the season was marked rial saves the book. The situation is quarters, understanding is essential
presented first, then, with the read- to a successful novel. Julia Peterkin
by a victory over Worcester T e ch; by three defeats at the hands
er's sympathy enlisted, the emotional has shown such understanding, and
of Williams, Hamilton, a nd Have rford; a nd a h eart-breaking loss response of the character is presented. as a result has written a novel
to W esleyan.
Mauro Hannah, foster mother to abounding in pathos, kind humor,
But these b ald facts do not tell the whole story. It will be Mary, is a strong character, childish and vivid, moving description.
r emember ed that the nucleus of the present team went through the
1928 season without scoring a single point. It will be recalled, too,
as a reward for their toil. Intellectual
that sev eral m en, from whom the coaches expected much, were kept
lettermen!"
from the football fi eld by r ea s on of ineligibility, or other sufficient
•
reasons . And the smallness of the squad, its lack of experienceEverett W. Lord, Dean of C. B. A.
Also this one: "During grid games
all these things h a d to b e r eckoned with and overcome.
at Boston University, has officially at Tulane University the Freshmen
But in spite of th ese obstacles-and they were obstacles of no sanctioned the unannounced quiz. scatter in numerous groups throughm ean order to a colleg e of Trinity's size-the team came through With such a policy in force the student out the cheering section in order that
and lived up to th e m emory of the best Trinity traditions. To us, cannot let his work slide and cram ' they may pep up the upper-classwho have anxiou sly followed the progress of the team from the the night before an exam. Dean Lord men in cheers."
denounces cramming as "a poor way
•
very first practice session, the r easons for this success are not hard , to become educated."
I
After reading this in the "Polytech
to find. First of all we pay homage to the fighting spirit of the
Reporter," all we could say was . .
squad, to its indomitable will, to its ability to "carry on" when the
• •
life is like that!
flesh was not willing. It was this spirit that enabled them to stand ! The crime wave recently entered ; "Three Boston University men who
up a.,.ainst teams that out-w eighted them not by five or ten pounds j the discussion of one of the groups garnered large portions of space in the
b t
h
th' t
f t
It
th'
· 't th ~ ! at B. U. The professor pointed out. public press in the last year are Owen
u
Y as muc as
~r Y or or Y .pou~ s.
. ;va~
IS spin
a : sevetal of the · causes of ctime, men-' D. Young, Charles Farrell, and Mickey
enabled them to stay m the game m spite of InJUries. EIVery man tioning hurriedly, environment, liquor, Cochrane. As a student Owen D.
on the squad was filled with this wonderful power, but if we are to and women. He commented at length Young went to the dean of the law
single out one man from the rest, let that man be their captain, on the first two headings, and then, school to ask financial aid. Today
Frederick W. Cooper who by sheer grit and will led his men to with a quick glance at the co-eds in the world looks to him for aid in
· t
A d 1 t b t' t l' t
t 'b t . d
t
J G l . the group, he dismissed the third settling its economic difficulties.
VIC ory. .n as ' u no eas ' a ri u e IS ue o
I Iam . a VITI with a mere "etc".
.
Charles Farrell failed to make a place
and his associates,. Harry Herbert and Johnny Smith, to whom was
• •
in the cast of an a B. u. show while
entrusted the training and coaching of our team. It is no mean job
Mickey Cochrane, catcher on this
to coach the football team of a small college, with its small enrollIntercollegiate Hour of the "Tom- year's World Series winning team
ment and its lack of equipment. But Coach Galvin infused into his hawk" prints the following:
and ·one of the most valuable players
.
.
"Hear ye Frosh! At Duke Univer- in the American League, never was
men-or, shall we say, caught from hls men-that never-say-die sity those Freshmen who receive an voted captain of a baseball or football
spirit that has characterized the Trinity football team' in every game average of 90 or more throughout team though he played both of these
this season.
the academic year receive a gold D games in college.
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GLEE CLUB REHEARSES
NEW MUSIC AT MEETING
Professor Laubin, Coach, Starts
Men with New Work-Four
Selections Tried

•

• • •

1n a

kick

DISTANC~/

its

•

PRACTICE SUCCESSFUL
"Route Marchin' ", "The Autumn
Sea", ''The Beetle and the Flower"
Among the New Songs
for Concert.
The College Glee Club, under the
direction of Professor Laubin, began
in earnest its work for the coming
season by practicing some new music
at the meeting last Thursday evening
in the Public Speaking Room. Keeping his promise of last week's meeting, Mr. Laubin offered four new
selections: "The Autumn Sea", by
Gericke; "Song of the Marching
Men", by Protheroe; "The Beetle and
the Flower", by Veit; and "Route
Marchin'," by Stock.
"The Autumn Sea" is a delightful
number for male voices. Although
the melody is rather simple, the harmony of the accompanying voices sets
a background for the solo voices and
makes the selection very appealing.
"The Song of Marching Men" and
"Route Marchin' " are two stirring
numbers in a majestic march time,
the rhythm in both pieces being most
striking. The words of the latter
song, which in themselves are most
vigorous and mighty, are written by
Rudyard Kipling.
The club
seemed particularly
pleased with "The Beetle and the
Flower." The composer has cleverly
written this selection with extreme
verveness. The main themes are
taken by the three upper voices,
while the second basses delight themselves with considerable "Zums"! In
spite of the constant repetition of
that word, the piece is humorously
beautiful. In fact, it 1s this repetition which makes it real.
Despite the fact that the Club was
singing the music for the first time,
Professor Laubin seemed pleased with
the results. He commented not only
on the splendid reading and tone
quality of the group, but also upon
the spirit which the Club seems to
have this year. Every man is interested in the work and loves to sing.
The continuation of this spirit is most
assuring of fine results at the first
concert.

WESLEYAN BREAKS TIE
AND WINS CLOSE GAME
(Continued from page 1.)
Phippen's 35-yard field goal made
from the sidelines with a wet, slippery
ball, and a sloppy field.
It was a game that required much
of the nerves of the players, for in
the first ten minutes of play, Henry
Phippen kicked a field goal and then
made a pass to Nye which gave the
Blue and Gold a lead of 10 points.
Before half time, however, Wesleyan
parried this ten-poi~t lead with two
touchdowns, which gave them a lead
of three points at the end of the
second quarter.
Not many minutes had ticked by
in the third period when Eberle recovered a blocked kick on the Wesleyan 15-yard line. After passes and
line plays failed, Phippen again came
through by sending a dropkick from
the 25-yard line between the uprights,
this tieing the score at thirteen up.
For the next ten minutes, Trinity
held Wesleyan to a standstill and
there resulted a punting duel between
Phippen and Blakeslee, of Wesleyan,
with Trinity gaining in the exchange
and with the ball in Wesleyan territory for the most part.
It was now that Wesleyan got the
break which spelled defeat for the
Blue and Gold. Jennings, a Wesleyan reserve snared a short pass thrown
by a Trinity back and raced to Trin-
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From start to finish, that's the Chesterfield
story. Good tobaccos, skilfully blended and
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-appetizing flavor, rich fragrance. wholesome
satisfying character-
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ity's 8-yard line where he was
downed. Three plays failed to rush
the ball over the line, but on the
fourth Tirrell broke through for the
winning touchdown.
Among the 'varsity backs, Phippen
and Knurek were outstanding. It is
Phippen to whom we are indebted for
the 40-yard dropkick for a field goal
in the first ten minutes of play; for
hurling the long pass to Nye for the
t ouchdown a few minutes later, for
l'epelling Wesleyan's threats with his
repeated punts, and for making good
another 35-yard dropkick in the secone half.
Adam Knurek netted Trinity several
first downs and was consistently good
for several yards through the line.
Knurek stepped in several times to
knock down Wesleyan passes.
In the line both teams held well,
but the Cardinals failed to hold out
the Trinity forwards when Wesleyan
had the ball. More than once Captain Cooper and Meier broke through
the Wesleyan line and threw Millspaugh and Blakeslee for 5-yard losses.
During the first five minutes Captain Cooper broke through the Cardinal line and recovered Millspaugh's
fumble on Wesleyan's 15-yard line.
Three running plays gave Trinity
about two yards, so Phippen stepped
back to the 30-yard line and dropped
his 40-yard punt between the uprights.
Soon after that, a punt by Millspaugh was downed on the Wesleyan
35-yard line. Two yards were gained
in the next two plays, and on the
third Phippen threw a beautiful pass

Co,

to Nye who caught it and ran the
remaining 15 yards to a touchdown.
Phippen's dropkick for the extra
point was as true as a die, giving
Trinity a 10 to 0 lead.
In the second quarter Blakeslee

Stationers, Engravers, Printers

at
755 Main Street near Pearl

252 Pearl Street, at Ann

;,;==============================i

made a long kick that rolled outside
on the 7-yard line.
The next two
plays gained about three yards, but
a penalty set Trinity back on its own
5-yard line. Phippen kicked to the
Trinity 35-yard line. · Here Wesleyan
gained seven yards on two lateral •

Steiger's
Men's Shop
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Blue and Gold 17-yard line. The next
play was a carefully planned reverse
play in which Millspaugh ran around

Trinity left
end forfailed
16 yards
and
athetouchdown.
Blakeslee
to make
the extra point.
Shortly afterwards, passes from
Blakeslee to Wilcox brought the ball
to Trinity's 28-yard line.
Tirrell
broke through for 12 yards and then
Millspaugh tossed a long pass to
Blakeslee which he caught behind the
Trinity goal line. Blakeslee made
the extra point by a place kick and
the half closed with Wesleyan in the
lead 13 to 10.
In the third quarter darkness began
to come on the field and rain proved
to be a second obstacle to the players.
In the next period Eberle recovered
a Wesleyan kick that was blocked on
its own 14-yard line. Here again,
after several futile line plays, Phippen came through with his second
field goal.
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THE TRIPOD

6
SLOSSBERG
Tailorine: Parlor
The well known Trinity Tailor
lligh Class and Fashionable Tailoring
Dreu Suits and Tuxedos our Specialty

&5 Lincoln Street, Hartford.
Telephone 6-9162.

THE TRINITY TAILOR
Cleaning, Pressing, Repairing
We Call for and Deliver.
Tel. 6-0535.
1504 Broad Street.
M. Greenberg, Prop., Brownell Ave.

HENRY ANTZ
BARBER SHOP
10 CHAIRS.
B. Fitebner and G. Codraro, Proprietors.

27 Pearl Street, Hartford, Conn.
Branch-2 Grove St., Old Times Bldg.

BOYS! If your SHOES need
Repairing, stop in at the
SHOEMAKER SHOP,
1047 Broad St.; Tel. 6-2861.
COLLEGE STATIONERY

The Trinity Stationery Co.
253 Asylum Street
Near Ann Street

We carry a Full Line of Colleae
Supplies

OH BOYS
Don't forget to call on

The Professional Building
Barber Shop.
II High Street,

Hartford, Conn.

mE CASE, LOCKWOOD
AND BRAINARD CO.
PRINTERS, BOOKBINDERS
AND PAPER RULERS
85 Trumbull Street
Hartford, Conn.

LYRIC
BARBER SHOP
878 BROAD STREET

NEAR PARK
Trinity

Men

Prefer

THE HEUBLEIN
BARBERSHOP
58 Mulberry Street, Hartford.

Trinity Barber Shop
OVER THE ROCKS.
We Solicit Your Trade.
Best Workmanship.
209 ZION STREET.

THE SANITARY TAILOR
CLEANING, PRESSING,
DYEING, REPAIRING
211 ZION STREET.

THE COLLEGE STORE
l'HE PLACE OF ACCOMMODA'mON
M. W. SCHER, Prop.
44 Vernon Street,
Hartford, Conn.
Fall and Winter Samples, both
Imported and Domestics, are here for
your inspection.
S. Z. TOBEY
THE UNIVERSITY TAILOR.
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COACH GALVIN SATISFIED
"The coaching staff is of the opinWITH FOOTBALL SEASON. ion that games too early in the season
(Continued from page 1.)
with teams like Williams is undesirOf the thirty-two men on the squad, able, but they do feel that next
only seven will be lost by graduation, year's schedule is more in line with
which shows promise of a good squad their idea of a schedule. We are
next year.
opening with a fairly weak team so
"The men on faculty discipline," that we will not have to have an
says Coach Galvin, "have been con- early season practice session opening
vinced of the importance of class- too far in advance of college. This
room work over football. Also, those schedule leads up to fairly represenmen on the squad have been shown tative teams in Trinity's class to
that studies and athletics go hand in which Wesleyan, Connecticut Aggies,
hand.
The coaching staff realizes and Amherst have been added. Havthat football takes a lot of time and erford has been kept on the schedule
tires a man out in the evening so but we do not think that Trinity
that he is not able to study as well should meet such a college that has no
as the man not out for football. Freshman ruling. We prefer to play
They do not recommend that men Wesleyan last in the season rather
come out for football if it will make than Amherst, but it is impossible to
them go on probation; but they feel have the choice in these matters as
that, if a man will come out and give one of the so-called Little Three."
In closing Coach Galvin added,
his best to football and to class work
instead of loafing and giving alibis "The work here was rather discouragto his professors that football ing for the coaches in the beginning,
is taking time that he should put in but they have enjoyed it, and the
his books, this man will make as good enthusiasm that has sprung up from
a student as any man in college, but the student body, alumni, and college
he must work and overcome the in- in general has made it more pleasant
feriority complex that exists against and has spurred on the team."
scholastic work at Trinity in certain
circles. On the football field and in
the classrooms the only way to overATHENAEUM HAS DEBATE
come this complex is by hard work.
ON LOBBYING QUESTION.
"There are in college now a few
(Continued
from page 1.)
transfers who came here, not for
football and athletics, but for knowl- Furthermore, Congress was composed
edge. These men have played foot- mostly of lawyers and grafting politiball before and like the game. This ciaJJ.S who did not represent the people,
year they worked on the ineligible who are the governing element of a
team. It might be said here, that no democratic nation. The lobbyist was
fellows are receiving help from the i man of research who advised Concollege of any sort because of foot- gress to pass favorable laws concernball ability. They are here on the ing the field in which he was insame status as the other students and terested. As a concluding issue, the
should make creditable scholastic and affirmative maintained that lobbying
athletic records."
in Washington was justifiable and
"I personally feel," continued Coach beneficial, because the lobbyist was
Galvin, "that the help received from the voice of public opinion in Ameri'Johnny' Smith, Harry Herbert, 'Dave' can industry that favored the future
Hays, Robinson, and Breslin has done destiny of the United States as a
much to polish the team up and make prosperous nation.
it the great machine it was in
The negative declared that lobbythe Wesleyan game. The student ing was wrong in theory because it
body should notice the work of Childs prevented Congress from passing bills
and Roots of coming out late in the which rep~esented the wishes of the
season with no previous football ex- people. Smce the members of Conperience and fitting into the football ·gress .had been ele~ted by the people
system. They prove that it is not as their representa~Ives, . Cong.ress~en
weight that makes a football player. ' should no~ be restr1cte~ m their actiOn
Credit is due Captain Cooper .in in· by lobbYists whose mterests we~e
stilling the fighting spirit into the self-centered and not for the. benefit
men and overcoming the inferiority of the masses.
The lobby:Jst was
complex in the squad and on the. characterized as a '~dinner dealer"
campus in winning football games who' attempted to wm . ~ Con~ess
from colleges up against the same rna~ s fav~r by en:ertammg him at
difficulties as Trinity."
laVIs.h so~Jal functions ~nd thereby
"In my first address to the student causmg him to feel obhged to cast
body, I wanted four teams out on the ?is vote in f~vor of the lobbyis.t's
field. Four teams next year will do ~nterests, provided that he had orJgbetter than this year. The late hour mally opposed them. It was stated
of classes is a handicap that is best furthermore that. C?ngress was well
overcome by a big squad in regular ~ware of th~ ~atiOn s needs and that
attendance. There is no profit in It coul~ mmJster capably t? these
having a big squad reporting only peed~ Without t~e crafty, selfish perhalf of the time; it breaks up team- suasiOn of l?bbyi~ts. When Congress
k
needed advice, It could call upon
wor ·
nationally known geniuses who were
acquainted with the technical difficulties of future laws. For example,
the Senate Finance Committee and
the Treasury Department had proven
U. S. Transport Pilot.
themselves very capable in handling
the nation's financial affairs. Lobbying was merely a vocation. The professional lobbyist supported any organization that paid him well for his
services.
Congressmen had the
interests of the American people at
heart, whereas the lobbyist was
mainly concerned with the remuneration for his services. The policies of
lobbyists had hindered progressive
New Standard 5-Place Plane.
legislation in that they had opposed
Wright Whirlwind Motor.
the government ownership and supervision of the public utilities. Hence,
Will go Anywhere at Anytime.
Muscle Shoals and Bowlder Dam still
Aviation Field, Hartford, CODD.
had remained undeveloped and unTelephone 7-5162.
finished because of the <lpposition of
Washington lobbyists. Likewise in
the state of Connecticut thousands
of dollars had been spent upon pro:
paganda intended to influence the
teacher and pupils of the public schools
to accept the motives of these lobbyists.

JITNEY PLAYERS GIVING
MYSTERY PLAY TONIGHT.
(Continued from page 1.)

A REAL BOOK SHOP

as Alice Keating, has designed the
costumes and scenery of the coming
production. Other members of the
company include David Ellliot, Harri- BOOKSELLER, PUBLISHER AND
son Dowd, Eli Dormant, Sheppard
PRINT DEALBR.
Stradwick, Douglas Rowland, Harry
Fite, Welden N. Greeley, J. Edward
Shugrue, Cynthia Blake, Judith Elder,
27 Lewis St.-eet, Hartford.
Valerie Cossant, Frances Braning
and Carmen D. Beekler.

Edwin Valentine Mitchell

LITERARY CLUB MEETING
FEATURED BY READINGS.
(Continued from page 2.)

MAC'S MODERN
BARBER SHOP
Just Across the Line from
Vernon Street

new books, European readers are still
worse off.
Modern Sanitary Service, where one
In a recent interview with a TRIsaves time and money.
POD representative, President GuckA. NORMAN, Proprietor.
enbuehler expressed much optimism
in speaking of the society. He de361 ZION STREET.
clared that it has more than fulfilled
its early promise and that while the
enthusiasm of the members seems to
have abated no whit, the continued
applications for membership in the
Club indicate the growing interest of
Trinity men in literary work. The
policy of informality and frankness
at meetings, he added, seems to have
contributed largely to the surprising
success of the organization in its
332 ASYLUM STREET
short half-year of life. It is also
felt that Professor Allen's presence
Tele~hone 7-1157
at the meetings lends added strength
and dignity to their activities, in that
he is able to give advice vital to the
students at this early stage of their
work.

"SAY IT WITH ROWERS'
Arranged by
KEN MACKAY

CAMPUS
BARBER SHOP
Under New Manaa-emeat.

TROWBRIDGE MEMORIAL
WILL OPEN THIS WEEK.
(Continued from page 1.)

GEORGE ·pAPPAS, Proprietor.
189 New Britain A venue, Hartfor
Opposite Trinity College.

HUBERT'S DRUG STORE

provided for three groups arranged
according to swimming ability; these
211 ZION STREET
three groups will be beginners, swimmers, and life savers. The "swim- "Right over the Hill from the College
mers" will be allowed to participate
in games and will be taught diving,
and the "life savers" will be given We Carry a Complete Line of Drug~~t
instruction in rescue work ·enabling
Sundries, Stationery, Candy, Soda, e
them to pass a Red Cross life saving
test at the end of the season. Plans
are also under way to hold meets
between the fraternities and members
We Invite Your Patronage.
of the neutral body as well as regular
inter-class meets; in this way, all
swimmers will be able to participate
TUFTS COLLEGE
in one or more groups.
In announcing his plans for the season, Mr. Oosting said that the in~
fea!MWI887
struction in swimming was to be left
Cot.LEo'& m~repare for a prof-'cla of
practically entirely to Mr. Clark, who
w'.dening interest and opportanit(. Recent r.o
~e&rch ha.s enlarged the ICX>Pe o every phase
will work especially in instructing
of de~~tlstty. The field demands! more than
ever before, men and women of ab Uty, backed
beginners. No moves have been made
by superior training. Such training Tuf.ta
as yet toward the forming of a swimColl03e Dmtal School offen to Ita atudmll.
School opens on September SO 1 1929. Oar
ming team, although Mr. Oosting says
cataloc may guide you in cnO<llbll .,_
career. For informatlClo adm-that as soon as there is enough mate._ Da. WILI.WI lltat, Drial in evidence, a team will be formed
•tt HaDtiqtoa Anaae
Boat-. arwith Mr. Clark as coach.

DENTAL SCHOOL

FLY WITH DESCOMB

HARTFORD NATIONAL
BANK AND TRUST CO.

A CHECKING ACCOUNT IS A

CALHOUN SHOW PRINT

GREAT CONVENIENCE.

DIGNAM & WALSH, Proprietor~
POSTERS, PLACARDSBIG TYPE PRINTER!!

With a reputation of 29 years' standing In
elothes exeluslvely for College Men.

ma~

The VALET SHOP TAILORS Resources Over $40,000,000

Also CALliOUN PRESS- Quality Job Printers
356 Asylum Street, Hartford.
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ESTABLISHED ENGLISH UNIVERSITY STYLES,
TAILORED OVER YOUTHFUL CHARTS SOLELY FOR
DISTINGUISHED SERVICE IN THE UNITED STATES
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